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Ghost Data

Dennis Lin
University Distinguished Professor
Department of Statistics
The Pennsylvania State University

(幽灵数据)
Statistics: Two Directions

Probability-driven
Data-driven

Statistics based upon Probability
Probability Theory
Likelihood Function
Maximal Likelihood Principle

Point Estimate
Hypothesis Testing
Inference

The role of the data—
if you have data, great!
If not, that’s fine too!

Likelihood Principle
Full Likelihood
Partial Likelihood
Empirical Likelihood
Pseudo Likelihood
Quasi Likelihood
Penalized Likelihood
Posterior Likelihood
Composite Likelihood
Profile Likelihood
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Statistics based upon data
EDA: Exploratory Data Analysis (Tukey)

Learning from Data
What can the data tell you?

Show me your problems?
Show me your data?
Tell me how were the data collected?
What can the data tell you (& how)?

Where did Data come from?

The Evolution of Science
 I.   Observational Science

 Scientist gathers data by direct observation
 Scientist analyzes data

 II.  Analytical Science
 Scientist builds analytical model
 Makes predictions.

 IV.  Data Exploration Science
 Data-driven science 

Data captured by instruments
or data generated by simulation

 Processed by software
 Placed in a database / files
 Scientist(s) analyze(s) database / files
 Access crucial

 III. Computational Science
 Simulate analytical model
 Validate model and makes predictions 

Fourth Paradigm  —Jim Gray’s  (2009)
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The fifth Paradigm?

AI

BD‐
StatIoT

Statistical Thinking
Theoretical Support!

Journal of Data Science    (since 2002)

……

M.T. Chao

Ghost Data
DennisLin@psu.edu
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Ghost Data:

from the art of luck 
to the 
management of ghosts

The Sixth Sense

“I can see things 
that you cannot see!”

see taste
smell

hear

touch

Design & Analysis of
Ghost Data

I can analyze 
the data
that you cannot see!

Sixth Senses

The Sixth Sense
see taste

smell

hear

touch

A theory of the sixth sense
—the frequencies spectrum!

Can we “tune” our frequency to read 
those out-of-range “ghost” messages?
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Public Health— bacteria

Bacteria is everywhere…
We cannot see bacteria, 
until the invention of microscope.

Can we develop some new 
tools/methodologies to improve our “seeings?”

Some Statistical Telescopes
Sensors

RFID

Machine Data

more

Ghost Data—
As natural as the real data, 
ghost data is everywhere
—it is just data that you cannot see. 

Need to learn 
how to handle it, 
how to model with it, and 
how to put it to work.

Ghost Data—examples
It is as natural as real data.
It’s just data that isn’t there. (John Sall)

Virtual data  (虚拟数据)
Virtual Reality—it isn’t there until you look at it;

Missing data  (缺失数据)
there is a slot to hold a value, but the slot is empty;

Pretend data  (做作数据)
data that is made up; 

Simulation data  (模拟数据)
data to answer “what if.”

Highly Sparse Data  (高度稀疏数据)
whose absence implies a zero
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Sherlock Holmes Sherlock Holmes
—The dog that did not bark at night

Gregory (Scotland Yard detective): “Is 
there any other point to which you would 
wish to draw my attention?”
Holmes: “To the curious incident of the dog 
in the night-time.”

Gregory: “The dog did nothing in the night-
time.”

Holmes: “That was the curious incident.”

Absence of evidence is NOT
evidence of absence

(in fact, 
it can be evidence of something).

Sherlock Holmes
“The best clue is not always what you 
see, but what you didn’t see.”

—Sherlock Holmes  
(The dog didn’t bark in the night)

The missing values can be the most 
predictive of the predictors.
Need to learn to work well with data that 
isn’t there—Ghost Data!
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Absence of Expected Facts

Expected—model based
Absence—data based

DMNAR—
Data Missing Not At Random

Don Rubin (1972, Biometrika)
Special Issue of Statistica Sinica (2018)

When a student receives “0” in 
her/his exam…this could be

Did come & hand in Exam, and indeed get a “0”
Not a missing

Did not come to Exam
Missing in Action

Did come & hand in Exam, but get lost in process
Missing at Random

Did come but did not hand in Exam
Missing Not at Random

etc

Pattern of Missing—Medical Example
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Edge of Tomorrow —Tom Cruise

From AlphaGo to AlphaGo-Zero

Spear and Shield
“My spear can penetrate anything

(including shield) !”
“My shield can block anything 

(including spear) !”

矛盾 (Mao-Spear/Dun-Shield)
They are contradiction, 
but they can learn from each other!
—this is the basic idea of AlphaGo-Zero

How to speed up the 
learning process?

How to improve the success 
probability of the active learning?
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Ghost Movie—Three Movies 
The Sixth Sense

I can see things that you cannot see
Sherlock Holmes

absence of expected facts
Edge of Tomorrow

how to speed up your learning

Statistical Microscope

You have to decide
What to see, and
How to see?

The power of DoE
(Design of Experiment)

Body and Soul—
you can see body, 
you cannot see the soul!

X is what you “observed” (body), while
X* is the “truth” (soul-ghost)!

X=X*   lucky you!
X is X* “plus” some kind of noises

X=X*+or X=X*•or any other form
X is a low-dimension projection of X*
X is a “transformation” of X*

Confidentiality/privacy Data

X is empty (while X* is not)
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Walking Dog… 

This is X
—what you’ve observed

This is X*

Example—X and X*
What you see this What the camera 

sees this

This is the “data” that will be analyzed!

Flow  vs. Snapshot

What we observe—flow What we analyze—snapshot 

The missing slides
in between 
can be view as
Ghost data
—no matter how high its frequency is.

Big Data: The 4V’s

Volume Velocity     Variety    Veracity
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Variety:  New Types of Data
Text Data
Audio Data
Image Data
Video Data
Social Media Data
Network Data
Finger Print Data
Citation Data (ranking/rating)
etc…

Machine Data

Machine (Generated/Collected) Data

Machine (Generated) Data
Computer Simulation/Experiment
Pretend Data
AI data

Machine (Collected) Data
Sensors (Security Camcorder etc)
Traffic
Stock …

Data 

Tabular Human-
Generated Data

Non-Tabular 
Human-

Generated Data 
Machine Data 

Structured Semi-
structured

Un-
Structured 
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Why Don’t Traditional models fit? 

Data Structure

Traditional data is 
structured
Machine data is a 
mix of data 
structure types 

Data Complexity

Loses the ability to 
present a simple and 
clear picture of 
nature’s mechanism 
Too complex to fit to 
a pre-existing model

Camera: new and old

Data:  new and old
Statistics: new and old

Observational Data
vs.
Inferred  or Derived Values?

The Others— Nicole Kidman
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When I encounter "ghost data," 
should I assume 
if I am a human or, 
if I too am a ghost ???

Is ghost data problematic to AI’s, 
or only to human statisticians?

Data of Data

Network of Network

Analysis of Analysis—MetaAnalyis

Analysis of Analyzes 

Meta-analysis etc
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Ghost Data—examples
It is as natural as real data.
It’s just data that isn’t there. (John Sall)

Virtual data  (虚拟数据)
Virtual Reality—it isn’t there until you look at it;

Missing data  (缺失数据)
there is a slot to hold a value, but the slot is empty;

Pretend data  (做作数据)
data that is made up; 

Simulation data  (模拟数据)
data to answer “what if.”

Highly Sparse Data  (高度稀疏数据)
whose absence implies a zero

Are they
i.i.d. Normal ???

If so, I have a lots to offer…
Central Limit Theorem, Asymptotical Normality,
Law of Large Number, etc.

If not…well…

Ghost Data—some extensions
Optimization via Simulation   
Partition Model
Two-Stage Least Squares Estimate
Hidden Markov Chain
Adversarial Learning
Topological data 
Feature engineering
Unknown tuning parameters

Ghost Data for Industrial Statistics
Design of Experiment

Decide what to see and how to see?
Reliability/Survival

What we see is “dead” (failures), but what 
we are interested in is “alive”.

Control Charts
How to monitoring Ghost data?
(Ghost Hunting—TV series)
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World War II

Ghost Data in Economics
Ghost with one hand 
Ghost with two hands —
on one hand…on the other hand…

Economist—on one hand, since…, it is A; 
one the other hand, if …, it could be Ac.

Statistician—with probability 95%, it is A.
Mathematician—it is A.

Ghost Money

Bitcoin
US$1.00 =      1,000  (2006)

1.00 = US$20K+ (December, 2017)
What Next?
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Ghost Data—some examples
It is as natural as real data.
It’s just data that isn’t there. (John Sall)

Virtual data  (虚拟数据)
it isn’t there until you look at it;

Missing data  (缺失数据)
there is a slot to hold a value, but the slot is empty;

Pretend data  (做作数据)
data that is made up; 

Simulation data  (模拟数据)
data to answer “what if.”

Highly Sparse Data  (高度稀疏数据)
whose absence implies a zero

Virtual data —
it isn’t there until you look at it.

Movie Plus Game
Have to decide what to see 
—design of experiment
Design and Analysis of 
Virtual Reality Data

Detect whether there is a 
bug—software reliability 
(see Kevin Quinlan, t-covering)

Compact Urban Cell

Highly Sparse Data
—whose absence implies a zero

Haiyen Yu

Missing data —
there is a slot to hold a value, but the slot is empty

Informative Missing
Informative Present
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Notations
Y: incomplete variable
R: response indicator 

R = 1 if Y is observed; R=0 otherwise

X: fully observed covariate
Yobs and Ymis: the observed and missing 
parts of Y

Missing (not) At Random
Imputation under MAR (Missing at 
Random)

P(Y|X,R = 0) = P(Y|X,R = 1)

Imputation under MNAR (Missing Not at 
Random)

P(Y|X,R = 0) ≠ P(Y|X,R = 1)

Government data—
public data under protection (confidentiality)

Lin in Advisory Board for
Bureau of Statistics (Taiwan) &
State Bureau of Statistics (China)

since 1998.

There is Statistics Canada, but there is no 
Bureau of Statistics in USA—try NISS!

Pretend data —
data that is made up
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Simulation data 
—data to answer “what if.”

Design of Computer Experiment
(Stat 597A in 18S by Lin)

Design of Experimnts
for
Big Data Era

Joint Statistical Meetings 2017
Round Table Lunch Discussion#21 
(Lead by Lin)

DoE for Big Data
Conventional
Statistical 
Methods

Random
i.i.d.
Normal
etc …

Big Data
Machine

(Generate)
Data

“Just in case”
sensor
RFID
Camcorder
etc …

Two folds
Is the conventional statistical methods 
ideal for model/analysis ideal for 
machine data?
NO!
If the conventional statistical 
modeling/analysis method is to be used, 
what should we do (design) about the 
big data?
Data Aggregation/Fusion (for example).
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Different Culture
Large Data Set

Statistics: n>30
Comp Sci: n>30GB (or even 30TB)

Dimension Reduction
Statistics:  from d=10 into d=2
Comp Sci:  from d=1010 to d=102.

Ultra High-Dimension
Statistics:  d=50
Comp Sci:  d=1012 =1,000,000,000,000

Fast Computing
Statistics:   from O(n1/4)  to O(n1/5)
Comp Sci:   from 20 minutes to 6 seconds (4G5G).

Real & Ghost
Live Happily Ever After…

STILL  
QUESTION?

Send $500   to
Dennis Lin
University Distinguished Professor 

317 Thomas Building
Department of Statistics
Penn State University

+1 814 865-0377 (phone)

+1 814 863-7114 (fax)

DennisLin@psu.edu

(Customer Satisfaction or your money back!)


